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ABSTRACT

In recent years environmental concem on electromagnetic fields has triggered a large

amount of lesearch work in this area. However there is very few concerning research in

HVdc switchyard. It is of interest to study the electric field quantities in a dc switchyard.

Measurements of electric field intensity and ion current density were carried out over

a five-month period in the 500 kV dc switchyard of Dorsey Converter Station of Manitoba

Hydro. Initially a portable miniature field meter was used to measure the electric field at

various locations in the switchyard at approximately lm above ground level. Locations

which yielded high values of electric field were chosen for data acquisition. A total of 37

ground level locations were chosen for measurement. At each location data was recorded

once every five minutes over a three-day consecutive period. The electric field was also

measured at lm and 1.5m above ground and adjacent to a switch-line. Simultaneously

complete weather information was compiled. The collected data was analyzed using a

database approach.

Since the measured quantities are not only affected by wind and space charge but also

influenced by surrounding bus conductors and system voltage, it is not unusual to observe

both positive and negative readings at a location and at some locations these readings are

comparable. The maximum value of the electric field at certain locations in the dc switchyard

is much higher than that :m735 kV ac substations but comparable to corresponding values

measured under the dc line.

It is shown that the dependence of the field quantities on wind is best examined by

comparing the maximum and average values corresponding to different wind categories.

Also assessment of the field quantities in the dc switchyard is best carried out by examination

of average and maximum values corresponding to all wind speeds.

The Charge Simulation Method was used to calculate ground-level and

above-ground electric fields in the vicinity of a switch-line. Five models are considered.It

is concluded that good agreement between calculated and measured data can not be expected

by using electrostatic simulation model because of excessive corona activity existing in a

dc switchyard.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 Environmental Concern about Electromagnetic Fields

Electric energy is generated at remote sites and then transmitted over long distances

through high voltage ac or dc transmission lines to load centers. Transmission voltage levels

vary and the maximum dc transmission line voltage in use to day is + 500 kV. During the

early years of high voltage transmission, little attention was paid to the possible

environmental or health effects of the accompanying electric and magnetic fields and very

few papers were published on this issue t1-31.

Public concern about power frequency fields first emerged in the late 1960's as utility

companies turned increasingly to extrahigh voltage (EHV) transmission lines to efficiently

handle the large increase in demand forelectric energy. Public attention to EHV transmission

lines focused first on the aesthetic impact of the large steel towers, on the aesthetic and

ecological impacts of the right-of-way (R.O.W), and on the various nuisance effects created

by the strong electric fields. These nuisance effects include audible noise (AN), TV/radio

interference (TVI, RI), and induced shocks that can occur when a person standing beneath

an EHV line touches a large ungrounded metal object such as a truck or a farm vehicle. By

the early 1970s, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) had issued voluntary

standards to address the nuisance effects.

The first evidence that power frequency electric fields might have a direct effect on

human health appeared tn 1972 when Soviet investigators reported that workers in Soviet

EHV switchyards suffered from a number of "nonspecific ailments" [a]. The Soviet



investigators concluded that prolonged periods of work in 500 kV substations without

protective measures result in a "shattering of the dynamic state of the central nervous

system, the heart and blood vessel system, and in a changed blood structure". Also young

men complained of reduced sexual potency. As a result of the studies, the duration of

unprotected exposure to field strengths above 5 kV/m was restricted in the USSR.

Furthermore, substations were provided with an intricate system of shields to reduce the field

strength in working areas.

The conclusions of the Soviet researchers alarmed transmission engineers in the

westeffi world and triggered research work in this new area in spite of the contradictory

conclusions obtained in earlier work in Ohio and Maryland in USA in 1960s [i]. Further

research on the environmental impactof fields covered awiderange of areas which included:

l. electrical measurements at different locations in power system, i.e. beneath
transmission lines, in substations and in residential areas 15-261

research on biological effects of the electric and magnetic fields including the
biophysical mechanism of interaction of electric and magnetic fields 121,28).

human epidemiological studies regarding childhood cancer, adult cancer,
occupational cancer and other possible bioeffects 129,301.

Until the 1970s most of the research and survey work was focused on the effects of

electric fields produced by power transmission lines. Later, in the 1980s continuing research,

especially involving studies of human epidemiology study, revealed that the magnetic fields

should also be regarded as a potential health risk. Thereafter, much research was directed

to the effects of magnetic fields. Since distribution power lines carrying high current are a

major source of electromagnetic fields in urban settings, they quickly became the target of

environmental groups.

In spite of contradictory interpretation of research results, electric and magnetic

fields were deemed to be a threat to public health by environmental agencies and

environmental community activists. Since 1985, more than one hundred lawsuits have been

launched in the United States. Reference 31 contains cases covering the period 1985 - 1994

2.
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involving court confrontations between the communities/environmental organizations and

utilities/government organizations over the adverse environmental effect of the electric and

magnetic fields. This information was downloaded via Internet at freenet.carleton.ca in

Ottawa, Canada and is free and open to public access.

Three typical cases are cited below involving conflicts between community/school

and local utility companies [31].

Case One: Santa Monica, California, USA, i992

The Kenter Canyon Elementary School in Brentwood, a wealthy suburb of Santa

Monica, California is located beside a230 kV and two 138 kV transmission lines. When

magnetic field levels of nearly 1.2 uT were measured in the school-yard in the spring of
1992, school authorities and parents pressured the utility to do something about the problem.

Since then the utility has re-phased the lines, reducing the magnetic fields by fifty per cent,

and has announced that it is planning to take measures to ftirther reduce the magnetic field
levels.

Case two: British Columbia, Canada,1989

BC Hydro has offered to pay a fair market price to landowners concenìed about

increased electromagnetic fields (EMFs) from a new 230 kV power line on Vancouver

Island, although they claim there is no reason to believe the line poses a health risk. 907o of
those eligible have indicated an interest in the purchase offer.

Since then the British Columbia Utilities Commission has ordered BC Hydro to stop

all work on the line until a public inquiry could be held into the safety of the line and ordered

it to extend its offer to buy the homes along the right-of way until September 15, 1989.

Case three: Rhode Island, USA, 1990

On October 9, 1990 the town council of East Greenwich, RI, banned all new power
lines above 60 kV for three years. The ordinance came about in response to widespread

citizen concern about the EMFs from proposed new 345 kV and 115 kV lines which the

Narragansett Electric Company plans to run through parts ofEast Greenwich. This is the first
moratorium on power line construction in the U.S.

Rhode Islanders for Safe Power (RISP) pushed for the three-year moratorium
because of the need for further research on the health effects of EMFs and because it "was



the least noxious formula and most likely to be sustained by the PUC." RISP's Ed Seiler told

Microwave News.

The nearby towns of Coventry and Foster have followed East Greenwich's lead by

passing moratoriums of their own, and a state-wide ban on high voltage power lines was

proposed durìng the 1991 legislative session.

1.2.1 General Views and Methods

As pointed out in the previous section, electromagnetic fields have become a major

environmental concern. Power utilities are increasingly required to design transmission

lines to reduce environmental effects to acceptable levels to meet rigid regulations.

Knowledge of the strength of the electric and magnetic fields under power

transmission lines and in substations is useful in optimizing future transmission line and

substation design and to provide accurate information for medical research and for safety

criteria determination. Some research results related to on-site field measurements have

been published [8,14,L6-2I,26]. This information has been used to draw up regulations

which are often in variance.

For example, Russian investigators have specified maximum exposure times (Table

1.1) to electric fields for linemen working in substations; these times should not exceed over

a24how period [4].

Electric field (kV/m) Permitted residence time

5 unlimited

10 180 minutes

15 90 minutes

20 10 minutes

25 5 minutes

Table 1.1 Maximum exposure times set by USSR.



These values of residency time assume that the maximum field to which a subject

is exposed is less than 5 kV/m for the rest of the day.

Otherresearchers considered the induced currents inside ahuman body and proposed

different threshold values of the electric field strength: Barber [5] proposed a ground level

threshold of 10 kV/m ac to limit the short circuit current when a person touches a parked

vehicle below an ac transmission line. Similarly, Balderston [6] proposed a maximum field

strength of 14 kV/m while Barnes [7] suggested 15 kV/m, both referring solely to the

physical perception at such field strength levels.

A survey made by IREQ, the Research Institute of Hydro-Quebec has shown [9] that

a large divergence exists in published experimental results: while some authors reported

negligible effects due to a certain field strength, others reported pronounced effects under

similar conditions.

Despite controversial interpretation of field measurement results, it is commonly

agreed [16] that further research to provide more detailed information regarding electric and

magnetic fields is very important and should be continued. The accumulated information

will be used to compare and improve transmission line and substation design and to specify

conditions applicable to biological experiments. Such research will eventually lead to

formulation of realistic safety regulations.

Calculation and on-site measurement of electric and magnetic fields are among

those frequently used methods for field analysis below transmission lines and in substations.

The calculation method is often used in the preliminary planning stage and in research and

development work. Measurement, in addition to provide measured data, can also be used to

verify the validity of the construction of simulation models by comparison of calculated and

measured values on existing sfuctures. Calculation methods are usually unable to model

precisely the complex configuration in a substation; in such cases measurements are

preferred 19,16l.



1.2.2 T[ansmission Line Fields

Considerable research work concerning the electric and magnetic fields of ac power

transmission lines has been can'ied out over the past decades. Measurements of electric and

magnetic fields were usually taken at ground level, i.e. from 0 - 2 meters above ground to

obtain lateral and longitudinal characteristics of field strengths obtained. Figure 1. i shows

a typical electdc field distribution in the cross-sectional plane of a HVac transmission line.

20 30 40
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Fig.1.1 Typical electric field profile in a cross-sectional plane of
an HVac transmission line Ii3]

Besides the operating voltage levels and physical configurations of HVac lines, other

factors which may affect the measurement have been taken into consideration, i.e. screening

effect of grounded objects such as vegetation, trees and buildings whose conductivity is high

enough to distort the electric field around them. In general, the screening effect results in an

enhancement of the electric field above the object and areduction of the electric field around

it out to a distance of the order of its height.
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Since most of the measurements were carried out under selected fair weather

conditions, there is a lack of meteorological information, or more importantly, its influence

on the measurements.

Calculation models have also been developed under different assumptions. The most

often used electrostatic models are quite straightforward and use a two dimensional

approach which is shown to be sufficiently accurate l32l.It has been reported that good

agreement with measured data can be obtained when the ground plane is reasonably flat.

1.2.3 Substation Fields:

Over the past twenty years, many series of electric field measurements in high

voltage and extra-high voltage stations have been conducted and reported. Since the ground

level electric field is attributable to every electrical component, calculation of the maximum

field strength and field distribution is a formidable task. In order to describe quantitatively

the electric field environment, the field strength must be obtained. In general, three

approaches have been used:

l. Calculation approach: The calculation of electric fields is possible for relatively

simple configurations. Several calculation models have been recommended. However,

theoretical calculations of station fields are very difficult due to the three dimensional nature

of substation configurations. The calculation usually yields some useful information of local

field strengths and fìeld distribution, but results cannot be generalized.

Almost all numerical calculation models are based on the Charge Simulation

Method, which is especially suitable for analyzing an unbounded problem. In the application

of this method, necessary simplifications are introduced due to the physical complexity of

substations.

2. Scale model approach [33]: In this approach, the entire station is modeled

according to a linear scale factor. Miniafure probes are used to measure the electric field. This



method proves quito effective, though the construction of a scaled-down model is a

painstaking exercise. Besides, the versatility in simulation is limited.

3. Field measurement approach: For substations of complex geometrical structures,

it is very difficult to analyze the field characteristics by using analytical or scaled-down

models. Therefore field measurement is often the only recourse. Furthermore, initial

detetmination of electric fields, whether by calculation or by scaled-down modeling, must

be verified by direct field measurements.

The electric field strength is measured by field strength meters. Apparently alarge

number of tests must be conducted before general observations can be made. Although this

method is time-consuming, knowledge of electrical quantities can be accumulated and test

results are reliable.

From the existing data in literature pertaining to HVac substations with operating

voltage levels from 138 to765 kV some common observations can be made[9,12,16,18,211:

1. The maximum electric field strengths are close to or higher than those under

overhead lines of the same operating voltage level due mainly to the congregation of station

conductors and equipment.

2. Higher values of ground level fields are measured in the vicinity of electrical

apparatus such as circuit breakers whose clearance of the bus connection is usually the

lowest.

3. The maximum field strengths are confined to a very small area. Also electric field

strengths can be reduced by a proper phasing anangement.

1.3 Objectives of this Thesis

Concerning dc substations, the few papers that have been published have centered

around electromagnetic field measurements conducted near acldc converter valves and



beneath HVdc transmission lines LLl,25,261. There is no data conceming field quantities in

a dc switchyard. Although a HVdc switchyard is not normally accessible to the public, the

electric field distribution is of concem to a utility and to its switchyard maintenance staff.

In an HVdc switchyard, the fields are expected to be higher than those under HVdc

transmission lines. Furthermore, no benef,rts can be derived from phase cancellation as in ac

fields. Also the field strengths within a dc switchyard are highly dependent not only upon

the operating voltages and station configuration, but also on prevailing weather conditions.

This latter aspect has not been dealt with in existing literature.

In this thesis, the author presents the results of field measurements in the HVdc

switchyard of the Dorsey Converter Station of Manitoba Hydro as well as results of

computer simulation of the electrostatic field distribution in the same switchyard. There

were two types of measurements involved: ground level measurements and measurements

above ground. Ground level measurements of electric field and ion curent density were

carried out at a total of 37 locations in the switchyard. Above-ground measurements of the

electric field were carried out at locations near switch-lines at heights of I .0m and 1 .5m. The

measurement locations were chosen based on the results of initial measurements. The

recorded field quantities together with weather and system parameters were processed and

analyzed by using a database approach.

The calculated results were compared with measured data and conclusions were

made upon data analysis and comparison.



CHAPTER 2

fnstrumentation
::::::::::::;::::¡i::::::iìji:::::::i::::::r::::i:::l::::a:1:::::::::::::

in Field Measurements

2.1 Description of Measuring System

Two electrical field quantities were measured. They are the electric field strength

(E: kV/m) and ion cunent density (J: nA/m2). Ground level electric field strength and ion

cunent density were measured by using the IREQ field mill and Wilson plate respectively.

An additional miniature field probe was used for measuring electric field components above

ground level.

2.1.1 The IREO Field Mill:

An IREQ field mill was used for measuring the dc field strength at ground level. This

equipment consists essentially of two parts [34]:

1. 16 probes in two groups of eight

2. central conditioning unit

The orobes:

The function of the probes is to measure the ground-level dc electric field strength

within the range from 0.2 to 100 kV/m and its polarity. Each probe is comprised of a

mechanical and an electronic part. A rotating mechanical electrode serves to convert the dc

electric field signal into a 210-Hz ac field signal, which is then amplified, filtered and

converted into a dc signal proportional to the strength of the measured electric field. This

dc voltage is subsequently encoded in digital form and transmitted to the central

10



conditioning unit via a standard 300-baud communication interface (modem). Fig.2.l

shows a picture of this field mill with the associated analyzer. The housing of this field mill

measures 171mm in diameter and 178mm in height.
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Fig.2.l The IREQ field mill with the analyzer
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Fig.2.2 Mechanical details of the probe
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More clearly shown in Figure 2.2, the probe consists of three superimposed

disk-shaped elements, i.e grounded fixed element, grounded rotating element and insulated

pick-up element. The upper and middle elements each contain seven apertures located

radially and evenly around the axis of rotation. The rotating middle element is driven by a

synchronous motor at 1800 rpm. The lower element is a solid disk fixed to four Teflon

supports so that it is well insulated electrically from the housing.

The electric flux passing through the seven apeftures in the fixed upper element is

either fully or partially detected by the lower element, depending on the relative position of

the apertures in the rotating middle element. Thus a current varying according to the speed

of the rotating element multiplied by seven is generated in the sensing electrode.

The signal obtained is quasi-sinusoidal and has a frequency of

1800 x 7

* 
:2t0 Hz

The electronic part of the probe consists of an analog-input circuit, an

encoder/decoder and a probe heating and status monitoring circuit.

The function of the analog input circuit is to amplify, filter, convert and match the

current signal generated from the mechanical part of the probe as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

After receiving the dc signal from the analog input circuit, the encoder/decoder

converts it into a binary code and transmits it via the modem. The encoder/decoder also

seryes to decode binary instructions from the central unit for controlling the probe scan, data

transmission and probe self-check times.

Other units include a temperature controller for the analog-input circuit as well as

a status detector for the probe's synchronous motor and a high and low temperature detector

for the box housing the analogue circuits.

l2



The central conditioning unit:

The function of the central conditioning unit is to switch on each probe in turn,

decode its signal, process this signal and display the absolute value at its various outputs. It

controls all 16 probes, allowing the data to be scanned on all 16 probes in 2 seconds. For this

purpose, the probes are divided into two groups of eight, each group connected to the central

unit by its own communication link. Therefore two separate modems are used in the central

unit, both powered by two microprocessor-controlled units.

2.1.2 The Wilson Plate

A Wilson plate was used to measure the ground-level intensity and polarity of an ion

current produced by the movement of ions due to the presence of high voltage dc structures

in surrounding areas. It has a dynamic range from 100 pA to 100 nA/m2.

This Wilson plate, or ion current analyzer, has a similar structure as the IREQ field

mill. It comprises of three parts [35]: the probes, a central conditioning unit and associated

communication links. The major difference between ttre IREQ field mill and the Wilson

plate lies in the mechanical part of the probes. The mechanical part of the Wilson plate

consists of a square aluminum plate, 1m by lm, insulated from its support by four Teflon

spacers as shown in Figs. 2.3 artd2.4. A sealed aluminum cylinder houses the electronic

circuits that process the current signals generated by the ions sensed by the square plate.

'r/

Electronic housing

@ oEo ollil Current sensing surface

/
/

Fig.2.3 Sketch of the Wilson plate

Teflon insulator
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Fig.2.4 The Wilson plate
Left: the Wilson plate (up side down)
Righl the housing of the Wilson plate and the analyzer

All theelectronic parts of the Wilson plate including the central conditioningunit and

the communication links are similar to if not exact as those in the IREQ field mill.

2.1.3 The Miniature Field Meter

A portable space-potential electric dc field meter was used to measure both the

horizontal and vertical components of dc electric fields above ground. It has an operating

range from about 30 V/m up to about 500 kV/m in space, with or without presence of ions

in the field being measured [36].

This miniature field meter consists of a rotating probe and a receiver, connected by

a support pole containing three optical fibers and one air hose. Fig.2.5 shows the probe and

its complete system. A rotating probe, at the end of a fîberglass pole senses the field and

communicates recordings of its direction and magnitude to a remote readout device. Fiber

optical cable is used to minimize field perturbation due to the presence of the miniature field

probe.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.2.5Illustration of the miniature field probe
(a) : Miniature probe
(b) : Cut-view of the sensor probe
(c) : Complete system including probe, cable, analyzer etc.
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2.2 Instrument Checks and Calibration

Standard calibration procedures are available only for measurements of ac electric

fields [37]. For instruments used in dc field measurement, users have recourse to

manufacturer's instructions and common knowledge in certain specific areas.

2.2.1 Check of the IREQ Field Mill

The initial laboratory calibration of the field mill was caried out under controlled

conditions which included the generation of an electric field with and without ion current

by the manufacturer. Prior to site measurements of the electric field, a laboratory check of

the field meter was performed in a uniform field provided by a calibration cage comprising

of a lm x lm x lm cube, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.The vertical sides of the cage were lined

with 20 horizontal wires and were interconnected by twenty one 2 Mc¿ resistors. The top and

bottom of the cube consisted of aluminum plates. The bottom plate has a hole in the center

through which the top of the field mill resides flush. A dc voltage was applied between the

two aluminum plates to form a uniform f,reld.

16



According to its manual, this dc field mill requires very little maintenance as far as

the central conditioning unit is concerned. Nevertheless, due to exposure of the probe to

various working conditions, periodic checks are recommended. The frequency and extent

of such checks are best determined by means of site checks which provide an opportunity

to remove the inevitable pollution which may cause measuring errors.

In practice, prior to relocating the field mill to a new test location, all exposed parts

were cleaned and calibrated using a portable plate device which fit parallelly over the head

of the field mill (Figure 2.7).The separation between the plate and the ground plane was

fixed at 0.023 meter. A known voltage (t5V) was imposed on the portable plate to setup an

electric field for the IREQ field mill and the reading could be used to assess the accuracy of

the field mill by comparing with the calculated value, which was the voltage divided by the

plate separation.

Fig.2.7 On-site check of IREQ field mill
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2.2.2 Check of the Wilson Plate

The Wilson plate was checked using the calibration circuit shown in Figure 2.8.

Fig.2.8 Calibration circuit for Wilson plate

In order to effectively check the Wilson plate, a high impedance current source was

required. The high impedance current source was a combination of a dc source and high

resistors as illustrated in Figure 2.8.

2.2.3 Check of the MÍniature Field Meter

Because

calibration with

suffices.

the miniature field metor operates with an isolated probe, a separate

and without space charge is not necessary; a simple electrostatic field

Calibration was performed in the same field cage as used for the calibration of the

IREQ field mill. Held by a tripod, the probe was centered in the calibration cage; with a

known field applied, the calibration was readily checked. Both the magnitude and direction

of readings were obtained.
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2.3 Data Acquisition System

Three self-contained data acquiring instruments, or data loggers, were used for

recording all signals. Each contained mainly a Rustrak Ranger I[ data logger. These data

loggers together with previously mentioned measuring instruments formed three separate

data acquisition systems.

The first data acquisition system included adata logger, the IREQ field mill and the

'Wilson plate which enabled compilation of data conceming electrical effects. This data

logger, as part of the on site measurement system, was housed in a protective container on

the site (Figure 2.9).The raw data recorded from the IREQ field mill and the Wilson plate

were periodically down-loaded to floppy discs via a micro-computer.

Fig.2.9 Data acquisition instruments
Left: a data logger Right: On-site data acquisition system

The second data acquisition system included another data logger for measurement

of pole voltages derived from outdoor voltage dividers. The third one consisted of a data

logger and a computerized monitoring system for collecting meteorological parameters,

such as wind speed and direction, temperature, relative humidity and pressure. The absence

or presence of rainfall was also recorded. The later two data acquisition systems were paft

of the Dorsey station instrumentation system and their recordings could be down-loaded and

copied on to floppy discs.
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Because data from all three systems were to be merged and compiled into a

spreadsheet, a preset data retrieving frequency was required to keep a synchronous

recording. This frequency was set at once evely five minutes.

2.4 Database Approach for Data Analysis

To deal with large amount of measured data obtained from various measuring

instruments and to analyze the possible relationship among them, it was indispensable to

adopt database applications, or in this case simply the spreadsheet applications. Database

software, the Microsoft Excel (v3.0), was used to process the collected data. As described

in the previous section, raw data was stored in floppy discs. The data on the floppy discs was

restored and combined to form a spread sheet in the database environment. Once in

spreadsheet, raw data had to be processed and converted into "real" data by multiplying

certain scale factors depending on polarities of the data and the configuration of the

measulement system. Then different types of measured data under each title were formed

into database. Data analysis was caried out by performing statistical calculations upon

selecting criteria.
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CHAPTER 3

Site Measurement Procedures

3.1 Switchyard Examination

Initially the switchyard was examined in order to choose proper locations where

site measurements could be carried out.

The Dorsey acldc converter station consists of mainly four parts: a dc 500 kV

switchyard, a valve and thryster building, an ac 500 kV switchyard and an ac 230 kY

switchyard. Figure 3.1 shows a bird's-eye view of the 500 kV dc switchyard. This

photograph was taken from the roof of the valve and thryster building.

Fig.3.1 Bird's-eye view of the 500kV dc switchyard.
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Figure 3.2 shows the detailed confîguration

components are high speed line switches (HSLS),

conductors, bus supporters and towers.

of the dc switchyard whose major

disconnectors, dc transductors, bus

DC3

(-45okv)

DC4

(+500kV)

DC2

(+450kv)

DC1

(-s00kv)

36 3733 34

ô^

L 23

35

29

30

_E; ;5_+ a -¡-is-g +

67 8 9
AÂÂA

45

Fig.3.2 Partial layout of the dc switchyard ( scale: , 10 * , )

srv: switch-line E : disconnect switch m : high speed line switch rvithout metal support structure

o : tansductor " : ground level measurement location æ : high speed line switch rvith metal support structure

There are eight switch-lines in this switchyard, two at the east edge, two at the

south edge and four at the west edge. Half of these switches were not energized, i.e. dead

or not in use. These de-energized switch-lines are represented by bloken lines in Fig.3.2.

The high speed line switches in switch-lines sw1 to sw4 have additional metal suppofi

structurcs (see Fig. 3.3); other switches in the remaining four switch-lines, i.e. sw5 to sw8,

are not similarly equipped (see Fig. 3.4). Figures 3.3 and 3.5 show close-up pictures of the

high speed line switches.

sw7 18 19 20
ÂÂ^
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Fig.3.3 Switch-lines with high speed line switches equipped with metal
support structures (sw1 - sw4) at west edge of the switchyard

Upper: Switch-lines swl - sw4

Bottom: Close-up pictures of metal supports of HSLS

Figure 3.5 shows close-up pictures of the high speed line switches with and without

metal supports.
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Fig.3.4 Switch-lines with high speed

support structures (sw7 & sw8)
line switches not equipped with metal
at south edge of the switchyard

Fig.3.5 Close-up pictures of high speed line switches with and without metal supports

LefÍ high speed line switch with metal support structure
Right: high speed line switch without metal support structure
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Figure 3.2 also shows that incoming lines, which enter the switchyard from the

north, are connected to the switchyard through switch-lines sw2, sw3, sw5, and sw7. Bus

conductors, inter-connecting the incoming transmission lines, have two elevations, the

higher ones at about 19 meters and the lower ones at about 10 meters, represented by heavy

and thin solid lines in Fig. 3.2 respectively. The inter-connection of the transmission line

and the substation bus conductors is shown in Fig. 3.6.

Fig.3.6Incoming lines from HVdc TL tower (left) to switchyard buses (right)

Influence from ac sources in this converter station is negligible because the ac

sources are separated fi'om this dc switchyard by a tall building housing the valves,

controlling system and offices of the convefier station.

3.2 Determination of measurement locations

It is impractical and unnecessary to divide the whole switchyard area into a fine

mesh of grids and then measure at each node to obtain the field information in the

switchyard. Theoretical analysis and previous publications support the fact that high field

intensities are recorded only in a small percentage of the total area in a switchyard. These

aleas ale usually in the vicinity of switches and cunent transformers where lower

conductor elevations are observed.
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In order to acquire a general knowledge of the electric field distribution within the

switchyard, the miniature field meter was initially used to measure the electric field

strength at various locations in the switchyard at one meter above ground level. These fial
measurements yielded higher electric field values in the vicinity of the high voltage dc

switch-lines. This was in agreement with analogous analysis and previous observations as

mentioned above.

In addition, consultation with Manitoba Hydro personnel at Dorsey station proved

that these areas are the most frequently accessed by maintenance staff. Therefore, full

measurements were carried out at these selected areas.

Besides locations near switch-lines, other interesting locations in the switchyard

were also chosen for measurement: for example, those beneath incoming lines and under

bus conductors as indicated nFig.3.2.

3.3 Measurement procedures

Once a measurement location was selected, a hole was dug to house the IREQ field

mill. The depth of the hole was such that it could accommodate the cylindrical housing of

the IREQ field mill with its upper sudace flush with the ground. A lm by lm aluminum

squ¿u'e plate was also used to provide a flat surrounding although the ground in the

switchyard was rather flat and devoid of vegetation.

The Wilson plate was always located within half a meter adjacent to the IREQ field

mill. It is supposed to be as close as possible to the IREQ freld mill so that both the electric

field and ion cuuent density readings can be regarded as belonging to the same location.

Figure 3.7 shows some of the measurement settings in the dc switchyard.
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Fíg.3.7 On-site measurement settings

Other instruments, e.g. analyzers and data retrieving system, were housed in two

small protective boxes (less than 0.2 meter high, see Fig.2.I6) which were always at least

one meter away from the measurement locations.

Measurements were taken for three consecutive days at each location. Accordingly,

these data were down-loaded every three days and the memoly of the on-site data

acquiring system was then cleared for the next recording.

System data and weather parameters were available at Dorsey converter station.

Signals from high voltage transductors or dividers were tu'ansmitted through underground

cables to control rooms where system voltage data was stored in a computer automatically.

Weather information including wind speed, wind direction, temperature, humidity, etc.

were collected from different sensors and recorded in a similar manner. All data could be

copied to floppy discs via micro-computer and later incorporated with measured data to

form a database.

Signals from the IREQ field mill and the Wilson plate including raw magnitudes

and polarities were converted from analog to digital form by an A/D modular and then

storcd in the high capacity memory of a data logger whose information could also be down

loaded to floppy discs via a micro-computer.
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Upon completion of data acquisition, the data files including raw data were initially

calculated, combined and transferred to form a database spread sheet. The database was

manipulated to retrieve valuable and pertinent information according to chosen criteria.

Table 3.1 shows a part of a database file in which not only measured data but also system

and weather information are presented.

Table 3.1 Sample sheet of a database file.
* Wind direction is in degree. The zero degree represents the north wind.

The ground level measurement was started in May 1993 andmore than five months

of data have been collected.

Date Tlme
FM

kV/n
WP

nA/m
Time

Temtr
0C

Wdir Wspd
km/h

RH
o/o

Bar
mB

Rain
mm

w/D
(1/o) Time

DC3 DC4 rlc2 DCl
nl i4 n?, n3

nes DOS nôs nes

5t t/94 17:O( -15-2 -0.1 1701 27.4 282 23.1 34 995 0 0 7:0( 282 429 471 460

5/ 1/92 l7:05 -14.6 2.7 1706 27.1 28 23.0 54 994 0 0 7:O! 281 428 470 459

5l v93 l7:1 -16.2 6,C t7 tI 21.1 28 21.1 34 994 0 0 7:l( 282 428 47r 459

5/ 1192 L7:15 -14.7 5.1 t7 t6 21.0 28 ))t 34 994 0 0 '1:l 282 428 411 460

5/ 1/93 l7:20 -14.8 o-c t72t 26.8 28 21.3 34 99s o 0 7:2( 282 429 470 459

5/ 1t9. l7:25 5J -9.( 1726 26.5 28 20.2 34 995 0 7:2! 282 429 47 460

5/ l/93 fl:34 5.0 -18.2 1731 26.4 280 20.9 34 99s 0 0 17:3( 283 430 47 460

5t tl9: 17:35 8.1 -59.t 1736 26.5 280 8.4 34 995 0 0 17:35 283 430 47 MO

t/9i 17:4O 7.5 -y',!,.2 t7 41 26.5 281 8.8 34 994 0 0 17:4{ 283 430 47 460

5/ v9: 17:4! 5.3 5.J t746 26.4 282 8.3 34 994 0 0 l7:45 283 429 47 460

5l U9a 17:5( -20.3 -63.5 t75t 26.2 282 9.3 35 994 0 0 7:5C 282 429 470 459

5t U9i 17:55 -16.9 -34.( t756 26.1 282 20.2 35 994 0 7:55 283 430 471 460

5/ 1t9: 18:00 -15.8 -9.1 l80 r 26.O 282 20.8 35 994 0 0 8:O( 284 432 472 460

5/ v9a l8:05 -t6.2 -35.( 1766 25.9 281 20.5 35 994 0 0 8:0i 283 431 471 460

5/ 193 l8: I -14.9 -6.¿ t77 1 25.9 281 19.3 35 994 0 0 8:1( 283 431 472 460

5t lt93 l8:15 -15.2 -0.9 t776 25.8 281 19.3 36 994 0 0 8:l 282 430 472 460
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CHAPTER 4

Measurement Results and

Two types of measurements were camied out in the switchyard. The first one was the

measurement of the electric field intensity E (kv/m) and the ion current density J (nA/m2)

at ground level at selected locations in the switchyard. The IREQ field mill and the Wilson

plates were used in this task. The second one was the measurement of the electric field

intensity at locations above ground parallel to a switch-line but not directly beneath it. This

was accomplished by using the miniature field meter; in this case both the horizontal and

vertical field components were recorded.

Table 4.1 lists the field quantities measured at the 3T locations identified in Figure

3.2. Both the average and maximum values are presented. The average values represent the

three day average of measured data at each location. At many locations both positive and

negative maximum electric field values were recorded whose magnitudes are even

comparable to each other at certain locations, for example at locations 24, 26 and 31.

Since these measurements spanned a period of about five months, neither the system

nor the environmental conditions were constant. Therefore data in Table 4.1 only give a

rough view of the field quantities. For example, the operating voltage changed during the

measurements conducted at certain locations which resulted in some readings not fully

representing the field characteristics at the supposed operating voltage level. Nevertheless,

Table 4.1 offers the "real world" information of field quantities existing in this switchyard.
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Measurement
Locations

Electric Field (kV/m) Ion Cunent (nA./m2)

Emax Eav Jmax Jav

HSLS 33.5/-2.9 10.6 99.5 8.0

2 HSLS 22.31-2.O r 1.9 99.0 r8.7

J HSLS 25.2/-0.5 14.3 99.7 15.5

4 HSLS 28.1 16.6 99.0 27.1

5 HSLS 30.¿ll-0.8 9.9 116.6/-2.6 6-5

6 HSLS )ltt_J\'7 to.2 78.2 7.1

7 HSLS 22.6 15.8 71.9 5.0

8 HSLS 26.7|-t.7 t6.2 85.0 5.2

9 HSLS 34.4 22.9 95.4 t2.6

t0 HSLS 30.6 16.5 99. r t6.6

ll HSLS -20.3/1.2 -r0.6 -7 t.7 t 4.3 -6.6

t2 HSLS -23.8/1.9 -9.3 -97.2 -6. I

l3 HSLS -22.6tO.6 -5.4 -95.6/4.3 -t.7
t4 HSLS -29.4/4.4 - 10.3 -99.0 -7.9

l5 HSLS 20.o 9.6 15.1 r4.6

l6 HSLS 19.8/-2.3 8.0 46.O 7.0

t7 HSLS 19.5/-3.1 5.4 72.1 18.5

l8 HSLS -9.914.6 -4.4 -74.2 -4.9

19 HSLS -13.616.4 -5.7 -54.4114.9 -3.2

20 HSLS -14.9/t.O -6.6 -61.3/1O.9 -5.3

21 Bus 19.2 10.9 l t.ol-14.1 l3.o

22 Bus 27.2 19.9 98.5 31.4

23 Bus -13.5t6.8 -2.O -58.Ail4.4 - 1.5

24 Bus -at olJl < -o.04 34.8 4.9

25 Bus -8.9/4.3 -3.0 -22.2/[.3 -1.8

26 Bus -16-o/13.4 -3.8 85.9 8.3

27 Bus 37.0t-8.8 18.4 100.0
'A\

28 Bus 32.8 18.0 99.1 26.4

,o Incoming ?3.1/-1t.o t4.I 59.4 16.8

30 Bus 18.3 8.9 60.o1-19.4 8.2

3l Incoming -r2.3n2.0 aa 26.8 5.9

32 Incoming 30.4 25.8 99.6 50.5

JJ Incoming 2t.5t-1.2 9.4 '74 2.3

34 Incoming 23.Ot-r4.O 0.3 7.4t-r.2 2.O

35 Incoming -n.0t8.o -3.5 4.8/3.9 -2.4

36 Incoming -32.8n6.4 -19.7 -:7 .3/ 1.1 -3.7

37 Incoming -26.7 -l1.8 4.rlo.3 -l-7

Table 4.1 Measured values of electric field and ion current density
in the switchyard at ground level locations
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4.1.1 Discussions

Table 4.i shows that the maximum value of the electric field at certain locations

exceeds 30 kV/m which is much higher than that in EHVac switchyards. From [9] the

maximum field in a135 kY ac substation is about 14 kV/m rms and varies between 4 and

l4kYlm rms. In a 500 kV substation a maximum field of approximately i 1 kV/m rms has

been reported in [21]. Also it is seen that the average values of the measured electric fields

at some locations are found to be higher than those in HVac substations of same or even

higher operating voltage levels. However the maximum measured values of field quantities

in the dc switch-yard are also comparable to corresponding values measured under the dc

line [10,38].

The maximum values of the measured electric fields are much higher than the

corresponding average values. The difference is even more prominent in terms of the ion

current density. Some extremely low average values of the electric field can be attributed to

a large number of readings of opposite polarity caused by the influence of the system voltage

changes and the varying space charge distribution in together.

This behavior is due to the fact that the measured quantities at a certain location are

influenced by system voltage changes, neighboring bus conductors and the effects of wind

and space charge. For example at location 3 1, which is beneath the incoming line DC3 (-500

kV), one may expect to register only negative values of field quantities. However, during the

measurement period, the line voltage of DC3 remained only at about -280 kV level. This

measurement location was surrounded by neighboring positively energized conductors (see

Fig.3.2).Negative E-field values were recorded only during the periods of de-energ ization

of the neighboring positive incoming line DC4 or operation of this line at a lower voltage.

This is shown in Fig. 4.1 which also shows that the ion current remains positive even when

the elecfric field becomes negative. Therefore it is not unusual to observe that positive and

negative maximum values of the electric field are very close and a positive mean value of

the electric field was recorded.
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Fig. 4.1 Dependence of electric field and ion cuffent on system voltage at location 31

On the other hand, at location No.12 (Fig. 3.2), the influence of buses of opposite

polarity, i.e. switch-line sw2 at +500 kV is much smaller. Of the 768 valid readings of the

electric field strength at this location, only 6 or 0.8Vo were found to be positive. The values

of the positive readings were rather small with the highest one being only 1.9 kV/m.

Therefore the measured maximum and average values have the same sign and the average

value is not abnormally low as at location No.31.

>'
'oÉEA
()Ê
()r
-9¡r¡-ço

DC4 (+500 kV NOM.)

DC3 (-4s0 kV NOM.)
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Apparently locations which are surrounded by densed live structures of both

polarities such as locations No.23-26, usually have more opposite readings due to the

influence of the neighboring structures, or more specifically the space charges and wind

effects (to be discussed later). This contributes to a lowered average value. It is an unique

phenomena in HVdc switchyard.

The difference in corona activity is also shown in Table 4.1 which shows that the ion

current density below incoming lines is much lower than that measured elsewhere in the

switchyard. This may be attributed to the higher corona activity from bus conductors in the

switchyard which in turn affects the electric field readings and causes higher maximum

values of electric fields in a dc switchyard.

To eliminate the influence of system voltage changes and to analyze the influence

of the weather, database technology was used to extract useful information and the results

and relevant discussions are presented in a later section of this chapter.

Itis reported[I8,z3lthatin HVac substations, higherelectric fields are observednear

circuit breakers. From the results of initial measurements obtained by using the miniature

field meter, higher electric field intensities were measured near the HVdc switch-lines,

though not exactly near the high speed line switches. Detailed measurements were therefore

planned along a chosen switch-line sw2 in Figure 3.2.The measurements were expected to

provide a near complete picture of the electric field distribution along a typical high voltage

switch-line in a dc switchyard.

Switch-line sw2 was chosen not only because high electric fields were recorded in

its vicinity during the initial measurements, but also because its operating voltage level was

found to be most stable.

As shown in Figure 3.2,ten ground level locations were selected along switch-line

sw2 with five on each side of it. They were all chosen close to apparafus such as the high
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speed line switch, voltage dividers and disconnector. On each side, the locations were along

a line parallel to the switch-line with a separation of 3 meters from the axis of the

switch-line.

Measured data from the ten ground level locations were sorted and analyzed by using

database technology together with system and weather parameters. Three criteria used in the

database to extract data were set as follows:

1. Operating voltage level including that of the neighboring switch-line (sw3), i.e.

v,,z> 450kv and v,,,, < - 45okv . This ensured that only dataatfull operating voltage levels

were extracted.

2. Windspeedclassificatiotr, 0 < Wind speed < 2(still), 2<Wind speed < 15(low),

Wind speed > 15 (stronÐ and overall wind speeds. Unit: km/hour.

These speed criteria were essentially chosen based on author's on-site perception

and with reference to the Beauford Wind Scale in meteorology 139,401.

In the present analysis, a wind speed less than 2 km/hour is regarded as still, while

a wind speed between 2 and 15 km/hour and larger than 15 km/hour is regarded as low and

strong respectively. Since wind speeds less than 2 km/hour arerare, only low wind, strong

wind and overall wind data are presented for comparison purposes.

3. No rain.

The absence or presence of rainfall was detected by two sets of sensors which

monitor both the rain/no rain and weldry.

The processed results are shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 which contain information

about electric field intensity and ion current density at locations near switch-line sw2. It can

be seen that due to the system voltage change, a few low percentages of valid data which meet

the three criteria are observed, e.g. being I2.87o at location 5.
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Loc

E-*ÀVlTV6-r¡

I 29.6/t.1/6.O

Wind speed (km/h) < 2

2 N/A

3

Euu/Wo"/Num/7o

N/A

4

ß.a1.o/165t12

15.4t1.912.5

5

N/A

29;7/0.8/0.8

6

N/A

N/A

E-¡¡/WW11-1¡

7

15.Ur.9lUO.1

N/A

5.3/1.11O.9

a

20.5/0.9/39/5.2

N/A

N/A

9

N/A

E.*/W/W1¡-1¡

28.2/O.8/O.8

N/A

10

N/A

2 < Wind speed (knì/h) < 15

30.!1 .0t6.6

N/A

15.41r.9/2.5

N/A

20.9t4.4/6.r

13.9/0.8/0.8

Eo"/Wnu/Nurn/7o

t9.5/0.9/246t3'7

25.0t8.3/9.5

N/A

u)(l

16.4t8.9t2+8t18

N/A

27.ttrO.8111.1

N/A

t2.t/to.u338t4D.o

30.4t11.6t10;7

N/A

Table 4.ZTabulation of measured electric field data along switch-line sw2 meeting chosen criteria

16.019.8t247 t3r.O

24.2t8.7t9.O

8.6/0.8/0.8

Emiil/W/1V(r-l)

t7 .4t9.7 t544t65 .8

22.6/tO.Lt11.t

N/A

r7.71t4.u13.1

19.7/8.9t5'.7t7.6

26.7/4.O/3.9

8.t/t4.6t24.8

14.9t9.4t163t48.4

30.616;7t17.3

Eno*/!V'/Wfr-¡

5.410.61'r.2

17.8110.3/473/46.6

34.4110.511r.0

28.5125.3t22.4

tt.9/It.Ult.2

Wind speed (kn/h) > 15

t6.ot9.st467/59.6

22.212t.8122.3

7.1/13.0/13.7

21.4/8.4/ t43/22.7

25.2n6.4115.7

Eûu/Wrv/Nurr/%

tl.r/8.4t9

2r.0t10.3/610t81.4

t3.4124.U440t3r.9

28.Ut8.Ot15.2

12.71ß.a74.O

12.4/21.6/333t39.5

.9

N/A

t2 .3/8.7/5.4

t7 .u2t .9t231t29.0

17.9/19.9/t8.3

t5.o/8.2/3.1

E-¡|ÇV/W6-¡¡

15.420.9t2r4t25.9

21.8/15.u15.3

ß:/8.519.O

4.422.9/21.5

N/A

22.9/t8.s/16.7

s.3n8.8n4.7

t3.0/18.U34/ r0.1

28.9/19.5t4.2

Emax/qv/Emnr

4.6121.6t22.2

14.3/22.8/319/53.4

32.4/18.0n3.5

30.u14.8/4.2

6.5t22.9t22.4

16.4/18.9t268t34.2

All wind speeds

22.2tr2.2t-O.6

N/A

16.9/19.5t4U6.3

wmu/!Vav/wm

25.2116.5t4.6

n.7/1"1.7/22.8

22.7 /t6.9t61/8.1

43.3/ß.40.8

28.1n6.8/6.5

t0.6132.7/33.7

30.9115.9t4.4

30.4t20.ot1.1

12.1/23.?J26.7

30.8n5.6t2.5

24.2tr4.6n[.r

Num/N/%

r4.4/21.4/2t.2

853/1379/61.1

29.61r2.9/t.9

22.6n4.O/10.6

15.9/18.4t8.5

67 U844t79.5

14.4/5.610.8

26.7/t6.1/6.1

478/796160.1

23.8/10.9/2.3

30.6n9.9t8.6

759/827t91.8

Q.0/77.O/5.2

34.4t21.0t15.2

96t75ur2.8

30.?Jt2.9t2.8

t971337/58.5

26.v5.AO.8

592lsgurcO

22.7110.9t3.9

735/784/93.8

435t653t66.6

67 U7 49/89.6



Loc

Ir"r/lü/W11-r

97.5/0.8/0.8

2

Wind speed (krr/hr) < 2

N/A

J N/A

4

Jnu/Wnu,Îllurd7o

t6.8tr.on65/12

t8.7/t.9/2.5

5

N/A

6

tr6.4/1.ot3.2

N/A

N/A

7

Jrin/WW1¡-r¡

t8.711.9/lO.1

N/A

8

0.0/0.8/0.8

36.310.9/39ts.2

N/A

9

N/A

N/A

99.1/0.8/0.8

i0

Jrn"/WW11-1¡

N/A

N/A

N/A

2 < Wind speed (krn/tu) < 15

99.5/6.8/6.5

t5.4/1.9t2.5

N/A

82.1t9.5t9.2

-1.6/0.8/0.8

19 .7 lO.9/246t37 .7

98.6/6.2J7.6

Ju"/W,,/ìrlun/7o

N/A

N/A

r0.2J8.9t248n8

98.4/7

UJ
o\

N/A

14.9110.2/338t40.0

n6.6t8.7t9.0

.3/7.7

N/A

20.3/9.8/247/31.O

78.4rt.6/tt.4

0.1/0.8/0.8

J.¡n/W'/W1¡-r;

Table 4.3 Tabulation of ion current density data meeting chosen criteria along switch-line sw2

34.9/9.7/544/6s.8

72.Otrc.t/11.1

N/A

o.0/4.o/2.o

30.5/8.9t57t7.6

85.1t4.0/3.9

o.o/9.3n0.r

t0.919.4/ 163t48.4

98.7ls.U6.6

Jr*/WìV6-r¡

o.0/11.!tl.2

5.7/tO.31473/46.6

9s.4/7.3/8.s

92.4/21.9n8.3

o.1/14.0/11.3

Wind speed (kr/hr) > 15

s.119.5t467/s9.6

99.Ot22.5/26.4

-1.2t6.5t5.5

31.9/8.4n48t22.7

99.3/20.4/22.8

Ju"/Wnu/Nurn/7o

0.0/1 1.1/8.4

t2.6/ro.3/6tol8t.4

9.3t24.rt44t31.9

99.O1t9.4/r8.O

4.r/13.2t14.0
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The magnitudes of the electric field in the all wind speeds category in Table 4.2 are

extracted from database upon chosen criteria and are therefore higher than those in Table 4.1 .

These processed data were then used to obtain Figures 4.2to 4.5. These figures present the

ground level values of the electric field E and ion current density J along switch-line sw2.

In these figures, the scale of the X-axis of the switch-line elevation drawings (i.e. Figs. 4.2

to 4.5a) is the same as those used in the graphs in Figs. 4.2to 4.5 b and c. Thus it becomes

possible to relate a measured field quantity directly to its measurement location in the

drawings of elevation layout of the switch-line.

Legend for Table 4.2 and 4.3

Loc: Location number (see Fig.3.2 or Table 4. i).

Eru*i Maximum value of E field recorded at specified location and for specified wind

speed criteria. Measurement period: 3 days; frequency of readings: once every five

minutes. Unit: kV/m.

Eminr Same as above but minimum value of E-field.

Euui Same as above but average value of E-field.
'W'nu*: Maximum value of wind speed recorded at specified location subject to specified

wind speed criteria; measurement period & frequency as specified earlier.

Wn,in: Same as above but minimum value of wind speed.

Wuur Same as above but average value of wind speed.

Num: Number of recorded dataatspecified location which not only meets specified wind

speed criteria but also other criteria regarding system voltage and weather

conditions.

N: Total number of recorded data at a specific location.

P " 100 , Percentage of valid data which meet the chosen criteria.
N

W: Wind speed recorded at the time of occurrence of Emax or Emin.

W11-r¡: Wind speed recorded one time interval (i.e. 5 minutes) prior to occurrence ofEmax

or Emin.

Vo:
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(1).

2 < W < t5 (low wind) and W > 15 (strong wind). During the five-month measurement

period the wind speed seldom exceeded 30 km/h. Also it was found that very few data

remained which corresponded to still wind conditions. Therefore the data reported in Figures

4.2 - 4.5 does not include those under still wind conditions.

4.2.1 Discussions

Some observations can be drawn from recorded ground level measurements at

locations near switch-line sw2 as shown in Figs. 4.2 - 4.5:

The electric field strengths and ion current densities are higher at the east end of the

switch-line than at the west end and show a "U-shape" variation; the electric field

is lower near the high speed line switch and reaches a higher value at the east end.

The conductors of the high speed line switch in sw2 is almost at the same elevation

as the bus conductor. The only contribution to the reduction of electric field strength at

locations 2 and T (near the middle of the length of the switch, see Fig. 3.2) n this case is the

metal support structures at the bottom of the high speed line switch (see Figs. 3.3 and 3.5).

The grounded vertical and horizontal supports up to 2.0m high shield the electric field

around and below these supports and thus lower the electric field strength at locations nearby.

The electric field sfrengths on the north side of sw2 are slightly higher than those on

the south side, but the ion current densities on the north side are smaller than those

on the south side.

The average values of the electric field along this +500 kV dc switch-line are

between 12 and22kYlm. The maximum electric field value has reached 35 kV/m.

These values are higher than those in corresponding 500 kV and735 kV ac

substations 19,11,I3,14,16,17,21,231, but are comparable to those under the Nelson

River 500 kV dc line [10,38].

The above observations can be explained by taking into account the effect of space

charge and wind (wind direction and wind speed) as well as switchyard configuration.

(2).

(3).
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First, the space charges caused by coronating conductors migrate to ground or to

opposite polarity conductors and then alter the electric field environment in the neighboring

areas.

Generally the space charges have the same polarity as the conductor itself. The

presence of space charges of like polarity under a conductor has an effect of increasing the

electric field at ground level, while that of opposite polarity decreases the electric field

strength. Therefore the electric field distribution at ground level depends on the density and

distribution of the space charges. The density of space charges depends on the corona

intensity at the conductor surface which in turn depends on prevailing atmospheric

conditions.

Second, the distribution of space charges is influenced greatly by the wind. Under

no wind condition, the ground level electric field is enhanced by the migration of space

charges moving along flux lines and is higher than if corona is absent.

The presence of wind affects the movement of space charges. Depending on the

speed and direction of the wind, the space charge distribution can be changed significantly

to such a degree thatitispossible (seeTable 4.I) thatpositivefieldquantities can be observed

under negative conductors and vice versa.

Statistical meteorological data. gathered in the Dorsey substation shows that the

winds are mostly from north and northwest direction. This explains first why the ion current

density at the south side of sw2 is much higher than that at the north side; second, it also

explains why the electric field strength at the east end of sw2 is higher than that at west end.

Third, unlike wind direction, wind speed has a less significant effect on field

measurements. The average values of the electric field strength and ion current density are

slightly higher under low wind than under strong wind (see Figs. 4.2 - 4.5).It is because

strong wind tends to blow off more space charges and reduces the electric field strength.

Examination of the data in Figures 4.2 - 4.5 shows that the electric field and ion

current density under either wind speed category do not show a significant dependence on
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wind speed. This can be explained that in a dc switchyard space charges are produced by

coronating conductors which are situated at a lower elevation than transmission lines, wind

effects are then less noticeable. Assessment of the field levels in the switchyard is therefore

best carried out by examination of overall average and maximum values.

Another contributing factor to the above results is switchyard configuration. The

neighboring switch-line swl was open during the measurements and therefore no space

charges were produced by it. However, conductors at the east end of the de-energized sw1

were connected to +500 kV buses. These are at a lower elevation and stretch out over a larger

area (see Fig.3.2). This results in higher electrostatic field strengths at the east end of sw2.

This is in agreement with the observation that the electric field at the northeast side of sw2

is slightly higher than that on the southeast side. Moreover, under north or northwest wind,

locations at the east end of sw2 experience a higher space charge density of the same polarity

(in this case, positive) and thus in turn produce higher electric field readings. This has been

observed in Figs. 4.2 and 4.4.

The above explanations are in agreement with and supported by the measurement

results of ion current density. Comparison between Figs. 4.3 and 4.5 shows both the

maximum and mean values of ion current density on the south side locations are much higher

than north side locations.

In the central area of the switchyard where there are mainly bus strucfures of both

polarities crossing each other at different elevations, the distribution of the space charges

generated from these structures is extremely unstable and even a qualitative analysis is

difficult. Therefore the recorded data under these live structures could not be analyzed,using

the database approach. The only solution is an overall data processing as presented in Table

4.1. However at locations beneath incoming lines database approach is still possible due to

the relatively simple configuration in that area (Fi9.3.2), the results from the database

analysis are present in the next section.
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The use of the database approach also reveals the corelation between the electric

field and ion current density. Figure 4.6 shows how E and J correlate with each other under

external influence instantaneously (Fig. 4.6a) or statistically (Fig. a.6b).

(a)

Electric field intensity (kV/m)

Fig. 4.6 Correspondence between E and J

(a) Instantaneous correlation between E and J

(b) Accumulative correlation between E and J
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Measurements were also carried out at up to 15 locations on each side of sw2 by using

miniature field meter at i.0m and 1.5m above ground. Both horizontal and vertical

components of the electric field were measured. Since these measurements were conducted

by using the miniature field meter which was much easier to manipulate, more locations

were considered. The average wind speed on the date of measurement was about less than

10 km/hour (low wind) and the temperature was 2l degree Celsius. The measurement results

are presented in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.

Forcomparisonpurposes, anotherswitch-line sw5 energized at+450kV was chosen

along which measurements were carried out at 1.0m and 1.5m above ground level. In this

switch-line all structures were similar to those in sw2 except the high speed line switch,

which was not equipped with grounded metal supports. The results are presented in Fig. 4.9.
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Fig. 4.7 Measured field intensity at above-ground level north of sw2, +500 kV
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Fig. 4.8 Measured field intensity at above-ground level south of sw2, +500 kV

(a) Elevation layout of switch-line sw2
(b) Ev and Eh at 1.0m high
(c) Ev and Eh at 1.5m high
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4.3.1 Discussions

Above-ground measurements included the measurements of the electric field at two

different heights of 1.0m and 1.5m at selected locations on both sides of sw2 by using the

miniature field meter. At each height, both horizontal and vertical components of electric

field were measured. Data are presented in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.

As analyzed in the previous section, electric field readings are affected by space

charge distribution which varies with the instantaneous wind speed and direction. Gusts

were observed but the transient data was avoided. The measured data taken at each location

is an approximate average atthe moment of the author's reading from the instrumentpanel.

The reading was taken during ahalf-minute interval ateachlocation. Otherparameters such

as temperature, operating voltage level remained constant.

The results show that the vertical components of the electric field are much higher

than the horizontal components. This is in agreement with theoretical analysis.

Since no measurement of ion current density were involved, data analysis can only

reveal the relationship between the measured electric field strengths and the measurement

locations. Obviously similarvariation of the electric field along the length of the switch-line

is observed, i.e. lower electric field strengths exist at near high speed line switch and higher

electric field strengths exist at east end. The explanation in the previous section is applicable.

It is noted that the electric field strengths at quite a few locations are around 20 kV/m.

Compared with the average values of electric field strengths at ground level, the effect of

measurement height is not prominent. This also means that the electric field distribution

from ground level up to 1.5 meter was almost constant. Therefore, the only means to reduce

the electric field is to change the switch-line structure, i.e. add grounded metal supports.

Similar measurements were also carried out along one side of another switch-line,

sw5, which was energized at +450 kV. This switch-line is similarly equipped except for the

high speed line switch which does not have additional metal supports (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.5).
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The measurement results shown in Fig. 4.9 reveal a higher electric field profile neat'

the high speed line switch, in contrast to that observed near sw2. This is in agreement with

observations in HVac substations where higher fields were measured at near circuit breakers.

This also proves that the use of additional grounded supports (in sw2) is an effective way

to reduce the electric field strength at sensitive locations.

4.4 Results of Measurements under Incomins Lines

Electric field quantities beneath the incoming transmission lines at ground level and

along an east-west line are listed in Tables 4.4and 4.5. Both maximum and average values

are shown as obtained from data collected over a three day period. Once again these data

were extracted from the database under chosen criteria.

The data in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 are also used to illustrate the distribution profile of the

electric field and ion current density beneath the incoming line in Fig.4.10.

4.4.1 Discussions

The incoming lines, unlike at midspan elsewhere along the transmission lines, are

neither parallel to each other nor to ground. However the overall profile of the distribution

of electric field and ion current density is still in reasonable agreement with theoretical

considerations, i.e. high electric field magnitudes are observed directly beneath the

corresponding lines; low electric field magnitudes occur in-between with an accompanying

polarity reversal.

Similar observation can be drawn from Tables 4.4 and 4.5 that neither the electric

field nor ion current shows a significant dependence upon wind speed, especially in terms

of average values. It also supports the conclusion obtained in previous section that field

levels in a dc switchyard can best be determined by the average and maximum values of

overall wind speed.
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Loc

ç*/!V/Vr'6_r¡

JJ N/A

34

Wind speed (km/hr) < 2
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36

N/A

N/A

37

N/A

-23.0/r.9/2.9

Table 4.4Tabulation of measured electric field data under incoming line
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Table 4.5 Tabulation of measured ion current density data under incoming line
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CHAPTER 5

Calculation Results and Comparison urith Measured
Data

5.1 Charge Simulation Method (CSM)

The calculation of the electric fields requires the solution of eitherLaplace's equation

and/or Poisson's equation with appropriate boundary conditions. This can be done eitherby

analytical or numerical methods. Analytical solutions of these equations are practical only

for relatively simple charge distributions and conductor configurations. However in the case

of substations, the physical systems are so complex that analytical solutions are impossible

to obtain. Therefore, numerical methods are often used to solve such problems.

Many papers have been published on the numerical solution of Laplace's and

Poisson's equations. These methods include the Finite Element Method(FEM), the Finite

Difference Method(FDM), the Monte Calo Method, the Boundary Element Method (BEM),

the Moment Method and the Charge Simulation Method(CSM). Among them, the Charge

Simulation Method has proven to be successful for many high voltage field problems

because of its simplicity and its good applicability to three dimensional fields, especially

unbounded fields like those prevailing in substations [41-45].

The Charge Simulation Method has been applied to calculate the electric field in

substations 14I,42,461. Because of the complicated configuration, simplifications are

necessary. In the past these simplifications have included omission of what is considered to

be unnecessary detail and the use of oversimplified simulation charges to represent objects

such as transformers etc. In the present work, the objective is to calculate the electric field

in the vicinity of a switch-line and compare with measured data.
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5.1.1. Theoretical Foundation of the CSM

The charge simulation method is relatively simple and straightforward in principle.

The theoretical foundation can be traced back to Green's Theorem.

Fig.5.1 Effect of field source p to the point p

Figure 5.1 shows a given volume density p(r) distributed inside the domain V.

According to the Green's theorem, to calculate the potential of any point outside V, the

surface integration on I yields the same result as the volume integration in V or

[ ,*'r-ov2q¡ ,b:[ ou'lÞ -6ry¡ ¿,Jv' lr'- dn - dn' -

in which p is the fundamental solution of the 3-dimensional field, i.e.

-- 1

4xrr'

r' is the distance between source point and field point

V then within V

(1)

(2)

P. If denote O as the potential inside

v2v:0
v,o : -9€6

Substituting (2) and (3) into (1),

[ -eß0,:J .,lu* _**rþr,
J 
' 
k"'*' - T"ao'¡ *

(3.a)

(3.b)
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since o,.: I Qrtv

" Jv4Í€r'

so *r:lr**u,,:f.r**rþ-#lo, (4)

It proves that the potential of any point outside the domain of source V can be

expressed either by volume integration or by surface integration.

In other words, the field produced by an object with a certain charge volume density

is identical to that produced by another object of equivalent surface density, or vice versa.

In terms of numerical field simulation, or more specifically in the charge simulation method,

solutions to the field produced by the charges on the conductor surface can be sought by

means of "volume integration" inside the conductors, or beneath the surface, instead of the

direct integration of charges on the real surface.

5.1.2 Basic Concepts of the CSM

Simulation charges are introduced as fictitious charges which do not really exist but

are supposed to have the same field effect as the real charges residing on the conductor

surface, provided certain boundary conditions are satisfied. Therefore those physically

continuously distributed surface charges are replaced by discrete simulation charges which

are placed outside the area in which the field is to be solved. Because of its discrete nature,

the charge simulation method requires the selection and position of a large number of

simulation charges to achieve satisfactory accuracy.

For the calculation of the elecúic fields, the distributed charges on the surface of the

conductor are replaced by a set of N simulation charges ( point, line or ring charges etc. )

arranged inside the conductor. In order to determine the magnitude of these charges, an equal

number of N points, usually called contour points, are chosen. Therefore the potential at ny
contour point, denoted by Vi, is given by

Vt: PtQt+ PnQz .. . PnQn
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(s)

(6)

or

Vz: PztQt+ PzzQz .. . Pz,,Q,

V¡ : P¡tQt+ P¡zQz -. P¡rQn ( i: 1, 2, ......n)

Vr: PntQt+ PnzQz - . PnrQ,

n

V,: Z P¡¡ Q¡
i ,'_t

where Q is the discrete simulation charge and P¡ is the corresponding potential coefficient.

The summation of potentials at the N contour points leads to a system of N linear

equations for the N charges. These equations are called charge simulation equations, or in

matrix form,

IP] tQ] : tV]

For the most frequently used types of simulation charges the coefficients P1¡ are

known. The unknown charges are then found from specified boundary conditions. In the case

of simple conductors, the potential of all the selected contour points are set to be a known

constant, V., i.e.

i,u e¡ : v,
¡:l

tP)tQt: [v,]

The magnitude of the simulation charges is obtained by solving the N linear

equations. Because only a finite number of discrete contour points are used to help meet the

boundary conditions, elrors exist and can be examined by various ways. Usually another set

of N check points are introduced so that field quantities calculated at the check points can

be used to provide a visible degree of accuracy.

(7)

or

(8)

(e)
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The most fi'equently used and straightforward enor checking method is to examine

the potential error at check points. However, since the field error is often one order higher

than the potential error, a check on field quantities is often suggested. This can be done by

checking the ratio of the tangential component to the normal component of the electric field,

i.e. ElEn at the conductor surface. An alternative way is to check the angular deviation of

the field vector from its normal direction on a conductor surface.

Once the charge simulation model has been developed, the potential and field

strength at any point outside the electrodes can be calculated. 'Whereas the potential is

determined by Eq.(6), the field strength is calculated by superposition of magnitudes of

various directional components. For example, in the cartesian coordinate system, the field

E¡ at point P¡ is given by

",:(å# o,)^". (ä#'')*. (ä+''),

(10)

where (Fij)*, (FÐv, G¡)r are the field intensity coefficients and a*, ay, ãzare unit vectors in

the x, y, z directions respectively.

In many cases, the electrostatic field between a system of conductors and an infinite

plane with V:0 is of interest. This plane can be taken into account by the introduction of

image charges which results in a doubling of simulation charges. However, the preservation

of matrix order is still possible due to the symmetrical nature of the image charges.

Traditionally, in the CSM model the accuracy of the computation depends mainly on

the user's experience; therefore emphasis should be focused on

1. proper selection of the types of simulation charges,

2. the good arrangement of the charges and contour points.

: (å."* n,)^.. (å*r, n,)^,. (å,"r. n,)^.
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When selecting the types and positions of the simulation charges, it is important to

analyze qualititatively the actual field characteristics first. Usually it is recommended to

choose simulation charges whose electric field characteristics resemble the actual field to

be solved. For example, line charges and ring charges set along the axis are suitable for

simulating fields with cylindrical symmetry. Also more simulation charges are usually

needed where the local field strength is very high. This rule applies to the contour points too.

5.1.3. Sample Charges

There are various types of simulation charges available whose potential coefficients

and field coefficients are known from analytical solutions. In three dimensional fields or

cylindrical fields, line charges (finite line charge, semi-infinite line charge, infinite line

charge), point charges and ring charges (toroidal line charge) of constant or varying charge

density are often used [41,43,44,47,48]. A combination of these charges usually results in

an optimized simulation. However, the more complicated the charges that are used, the more

time consuming the calculation becomes. Following is an illustration of a finite line charge

which was used in present work [48].

Fig.5.2 Diagram for a finite line charge in space with its image

P(x,y,z)
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Consider a finite line charge of density p and length ¿ with its ends at (xi, yl, zl)

and (x2, y2, z2). The potential coefficient Pv at the point P (x, y, z) due to this charge and

its image charge -p with respect to the Z:0 plane is given by

"":#J"{ ffi} .r)

where 11,l2,l11,l22and d are given by

4:ffi
6:ffi
4r:ffi
Irr:ffi
a: e2)

The x, y, and z components Fx, Fy and Fz of the field coefficient at point P are

,*#l(+.T),,-(?.T)ù

,,:*1(+.ry),,-(tl. ry)ù

".:#.{( T.T),, (+.#)ù .3,

where f1 and l2are given by

'':^j- d+õ
'":*ft4 G#;õ Q4)



5.2 Model Setup and Refinement

When creating the charge simulation model for field calculations in a high voltage

dc switchyard, the yard components can be classified as conductors and grounded supports.

Usually busbars, incoming and outgoing lines, disconnectors, circuit breakers, shield rings

and connections between equipments etc. can be modelled as straight and regularly curved

conductors which are easily replaced by simulation charges. The cement poles and metal

suppotls are regarded as being at zero potential and can be replaced by line charges. The

ground is considered to be atzero potential so that its effect is substituted by image charges.

Once the boundary conditions are satisfied, the electric field at any point can be calculated

by these simulation charges and their images.

In present simulation task, charge simulation models were created to calculate the

electrostatic field along the switch-line sw2 in order to produce the calculation results to

compare with the measured data.

Since only locations at or near ground level are of concem and they are all far away

from the conductors compared to the conductor radius, the following simplifications were

introduced which have negligible effects on the accuracy of the simulation:

1. All conductor surfaces are assumed to be ideally smooth.

2. The diameters of all bus conductors were assumed to be constant throughout
the length; a small number of very short curved connections were modelled
as straight conductors.

3. All metal and cement supports were regarded as grounded objects. They
modelled as coaxial cylinders with constant diameters.

4. The effect of the supporting post-type insulators between conductors and
grounded supports were neglected.

5. All miscellaneous structures and
e.g. corona rings, minor elevation

complex geographic details were ignored,
change due to apparatus shape.
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A total of five models were developed in order to examine the effects of model

refinement on solution accùracy. Each model includes components which are not taken into

account in previous models. Figure 5.3 shows a three dimensional diagram of the local area

of switch-lines sw2 and sw3 including neighboring structures between sw2 and sw1.

Following is a description of each of the six simulation models comprising of finite

line charges to calculate the electric field on either side of sw2 and along it (all labels are

referred to Fig. 5.3):

Model i: Only horizontal conductors (labelled AB and A'B') in sw2 and sw3
were simulated.

Model 2: Honzontal conductors (AB and A'B') + vertical bends (BC, AD,
B'C' and A'D') in sw2 and sw3 were simulated

Model 3: Horizontal conductors (AB and A'B') + vertical bends (BC,AD
B'C' and A'D') + horizontal stretches (CH, EF, C'H' and E'F') in
sw2 and sw3 + neighboring structures (IJKL, MNO) between swl
and sw2 were simulated

Model 4: All components in Model 3 + grounded horizontal supports (Hi,
H2, Hl' andH2') in sw2 and sw3 were simulated

Model 5: All components in Model 4 + grounded vertical supports (VSl,
VS2,...VS9 and VS1', VS2' ...VS9') in sw2 and sw3 were
simulated

The flow chartfor the CSM models is shown in Fig.5.4. It is seen that this simulation

method is very simple and straightforward in algorithms. This flow chart applies to all the

five models listed above.
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Fig.5.3 Diagram of switch-lines swl, sw2 and sw3
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Read initial data

Read coordinates of N simulation charges
Read coordinates of N contour points
Read coordinates ofN check points

Create potential coefficient matrix P. for contour points

Set boundary conditions on contour points,
e.s. let Õ:1000 v.

Solve linear equations of [P.]X: [O]
Obtain the magnitudes of the simulation charges

Create potential coefficient matrix P" and field
coefficient maffix F*, F, and F, for check points

Calculate potentials at check points by using [P']X:[O]
Calculate fields at check póints by using [F]X:tEl

Calculate potential errors and field errors

Error acceptable ?

Read coordinates of locations to be calculated
Create field coefficient matrix F-; F, and F, ,

Calculate fields at calculation points bv usin

Fig.5.4 Flow chart of charge simulation model
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5.3 Effect of Model Refinement

Table 5.1 shows the maximum and average potential and field errors associated with

each model. It can be seen that these errors are small and therefore acceptable.

Models
Number of
Simulation
Charges

Potential Enor (7a) Field Angle Error ( o)

Maximum Average Maximum Average

r6 0.050 0.045 0.s46 0.153

2 40 0.551 0.1 48 1.639 0.250

J 74 0.622 0.t46 3.300 0.421

4 86 0.623 0.184 3.300 0.458

5 108 0.623 0.t57 5.3s8 1.254

Table 5.1 Potential and field errors of models at different stages

To illustrate the evolution of the models under refinement, some preliminary

calculation results are presented. The calculated electric fields at the ten locations at ground

level where ground level measurements have been carried out are presented in Table 5.2.

Also the variation of the calculated electric field components Ex, Ey andBzalong the length

of the switch-line sw2 at lm above ground are presented in Fig.5.5 as predicted by the five

simulation models.

Locations Model I Model2 Model3 Model4 Model5

I Lt.96 13.48 t4.84 13.05 12.06

2 12.76 13.76 t4.93 t2.06 11.39

J t3.02 13.81 14.90 12.96 12.06

4 t2.93 13.79 14.96 13.80 tt.82

5 12.08 13.53 15.1 I t2.76 n.24

6 12.6t t4.36 16.6s r4.85 13.84

7 13.47 14.67 16.74 13.85 13.tl

8 13.74 14.73 16.80 14.85 13.92

9 13.64 t4.71 17.fi 15.94 13.93

t0 t2.73 14.42 r 8.09 t5.72 14.17

Table 5.2 Calculated electric fields (kv/m) at ground level locations
along switch-line sw2 using different models
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It is shown that the magnitudes of vertical electric field strength first rise when more

live components are included (model I to model 3), then drop after grounded horizontal and

vertical supports are introduced (model 4 and model 5)

The evolution of the simulation model shows that model 5 represents best the field

characteristics in the vicinity of the switch-line. This can be seen from the calculated

horizontal field components Ex and Ey in Fig.5.5. Though their magnitudes are small, they

display a demonstrative behavior of how the grounded structures in sw2 influence the

direction and magnitudes of the horizontal components.

The occurrence of a significant change in the magnitude of Ex and the direction of

Ey illustrates that the grounded structures of the high speed line switch can significantly alter

the field characteristics beneath it. This can be seen from the relative flat and constant Ex

distribution along the length of the grounded structures (e.g. high speed line switch) and a

change of direction of Ey at the center point of the grounded structures. In other words, the

influence of the glounded structures is so strong that the field lines near the south side of the

high speed line switch are curved from the direction of southwest to northeast and from

southeast to northwest. This phenomena is in agreement with analytical prediction and

explanation and therefore can be used to support the validity of this simulation model.

All the other models fail to provide as much detail information on fïeld

characteristics as model5. This is due to the fact that only model 5 has a complete inclusion

of simulation charges for grounded supporters. Therefore model5 is regarded as the refined

model and is used for further calculation.
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5.4 Calculated Results by Model 5

Figure 5.6 shows the calculated electric field strengths at five ground level locations

on each side of switch-line sw2. Since the ground is modelled as an ideal plane, only the

vertical component of the electric field exists.

+: north side

x: south side

0102030
Distance along switch-line sw2 (meter)

Fig.5.6 Calculated electric fields at ground level locations along sw2

Figures 5 .7 - 5 .13 show the detailed calculation results at locations above ground and

adjacent to the switch-line sw2. Calculation was performed at a total of ll2locations on each

side of the switch-line at lm and 1.5m heights. The CSM model generated the horizontal

components Ex and Ey, and the vertical components Ez. In these figures lEhl (:Ex + Ey)

has also been presented.
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of Eh (left) andBz (right) at different heights

Some general conclusions can be drawn which are in agreement with theoreticaÌ

analysis:

( 1). The vertical field components are much higher than horizontal field components, and

dominate the field strengths (Figs. 5.7 and 5.8).

(2). The electric field values are higher on the northern side of sw2 due to the existence

of the neighboring live structures of the same polarity (Figs. 5.t2 and 5.13).

(3). Higher electric fields are observed at the east end of sw2 because the energized

neighboring structures close to the east end of sw2 cover a larger area than the only horizontal

bus conductor (EF in Fig. 5.3) does at the west end (Fig. 5.13).

(4). The overall characteristics of the field components at 1 .5m is similar to those at I .0m

level except that the magnitudes are larger.
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The calculated results are essentially electrostatic values. No corona effects are taken

into account.

5.5 Comparison with Measured Values

Comparison of measurement and calculation results can be made at comesponding

locations, or more specifically, at the ground level locations and at locations at 1.0m and

1.5m above ground along the switch-line sw2.

Figure 5.15 shows the measured and calculated values at 10 ground level locations

near the switch-line sw2. The measured data Emax and Eav in Fig. 5.15 are values from

overall wind speeds (see Table 4.2). A small difference exists between the measured average

and calculated vertical values on the west side. A much larger difference occurs near the east

side. As analyzed in section 4.I1, the larger difference can be attributed to a combined

influence of space charges and wind direction. Since the charge simulation model only

generates the electrostatic values of the electric field, therefore these values are undoubtedly

less than measured data which are enhanced by space charges and wind.

The production of the positive space charges by the bus structures on the west side

is much weaker than that by the large areas consisting of coronating conductors near the east

ends of swl and sw2 (see Fig.3.2 or 5.3). Therefore the enhancement of electric field by

positive space charges is more significant at locations near the east end. Also the prevailing

north and northwest wind blow off space charges at the west end but bring in space charges

at the east end. This further decreases the enhancement effect of space charge and wind at

the west end, but increases at the east end.

Similar differences between the average measured vertical field component and

calculated vertical component at 1.0m and 1.5m above ground are also illushated in Figs.

5.16 - 5.r9.
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For the horizontal component Eh, discrepancies are large and not predictable. This

is because the existing grounded structures make the horizontal Eh distribution more

complicated and irregular and also because the small value of Eh is more vulnerable to the

external influence.

One interesting observation is that compared with external influences, i.e. effect of

space charge and wind, the electrostatic switchyard configuration seems to play a less

dominant role in determining the electric field values. This conclusion is evident upon

examination of the measured and calculated lateral variation of the vertical component of

the electric field Ev in Figs. 5.16 - 5. i 9. The east side measured values are much larger than

those recorded on the west side. However the calculated profile of Ev does not show much

difference. The calculated values are obtained from electrostatic model which has already

included the effects of the presence of the neighboringenergizedbus structures in the area.

In spite of this, larger electric field values are not predicted at that location. Therefore the

conclusion is that the increased fields as evidenced by the measurements must be attributed

due to the effects of wind and space charges.

In a dc switchyard there are numerous corona sources and the situation is made more

complicated by the effect of wind. Electric field data generated by the electrostatic

simulation models can not be expected to be in good agreement with measured data in spite

of the small error level and good behavior of electric field components along the switch-line

as illustrated in Section 5.4.
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Conclusions and Suggestions for F'uture lllork

6.1 Conclusions

1. Data acquired continuously over a period of several months yields important

information when analyzed using a database approach. Assessment of the field levels in a

dc switchyard is best carried out by examination of average and maximum values computed

from data corresponding to all wind speeds.

2.The measured field quantities are influenced by system voltages, neighboring bus

conductors and the effects of wind and space charge. It is not unusual to observe both positive

and negative readings at a location and at some locations their magnitudes are comparable.

3. The measured maximum and average values of field quantities are comparable to

corresponding values under the dc line. The maximum value of electric field in a 500 kV dc

switchyard is much higher than the measured maximum values in 500 kV and 735 kY ac

substations.

4. Higher corona activities occurred near high speed line switches where maximum

values of ion current density exceeded by an order of magnitude those recorded beneath the

incoming lines.

5. In a dc switchyard there arenumerous corona sources. Therefore calculated values

of electric field using elecúostatic simulation models do not agree well with measured

results.
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1. Ideally measurements should be conducted simultaneously at all selected

locations so that within certain period of time some related parameters can be regarded as

constant, for example, the system voltages and corona activity (depending on atmospheric

paprametrs). This will significantly improve the effrciency of the recordings and therefore

provide more valid data for analysis. It is also more meaningful to compare the results

obtained from different locations at the same time so that more accurate conclusions can be

drawn.

2. Due to the inherent defects of the electrostatic modelling of electric fields in a dc

switchyard, poor agreement between results obtained from calculation and measurement

can not be improved by increasing more simulation charges or by using other electrostatic

models. Simulation models which have the capability of taking the space charge and its

drifting in wind into account are recommended.
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